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Outline 
• This should have been: 

- Brief re-cap 
- About GARD 
- what is in Thames Water’s plan 
- the case against the Reservoir 

• However, Thames Water have greatly revised their 
Jan 2018 plan but not yet shared details with 
Stakeholders/Public. Thus we can only give a rough 
outline of what TW have so far admitted. 

• We do however know that the Abingdon reservoir is 
still central to their plan, and is now planned earlier 
(by 2037 instead of the mid-2040s) 
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Brief re-cap –  
where we have been  

• Thames Water have had plans to build a reservoir on 
the Abingdon site since the early 1990s. 

•  In 2010/2011 a Public Inquiry rejected a proposal for 
a 100 Million cu.metre (4 square mile area) reservoir. 
GARD, CPRE, local councils and the Environment 
Agency – were all opposed. 

• The Inspector ruled that Thames Water’s plans were:  
not fit-for-purpose; not compliant with the Regulator’s 
requirements. And they had not investigated viable 
alternatives to the reservoir; and failed to make 
essential environmental assessments.       



Brief re-cap –  
where we are now  

• On 12th February, Thames Water published  their draft 
2019-24 Water Resources Management Plan (dWRMP19) 
 the consultation ended 29th April 

• The  Abingdon reservoir was in ALL the versions of their 
plan  - size 150 Million cu.metres of water (50% larger 
than rejected last time) – and was to be constructed in 
the 2030-45 timeframe. 

• TW made many errors in producing  their plan and have 
been forced to produce a revised plan, and have had to 
yield to pressure to re-consult – an unprecedented result! 
The new consultation will probably be launched at the end 
of September, and run for 8 weeks. 

 



Brief re-cap –  
why are we here again?  

• By law, Water Companies must publish and obtain 
government approval for regular  Five-year plans. 

• New Government guidelines show that the 
companies must plan for a longer timescale – 
Thames have chosen an outline plan to mid-2080s  

• Main issues driving long-term plans 

•  London’s population growth and  

• climate change may require more water resources but  

• Solutions involving new huge capital assets, like a huge  
reservoir, give bigger tax and profit advantages to a 
company like Thames – and they can sell-on the water. 

 

 



About GARD 

• GARD (Group Against Reservoir Development) is a 
community-based organisation: 

• formed in the early 90s to fight the reservoir plans – but 
now also concerned with sustainable water resources. 

• has over 600 members, mainly in Steventon, Drayton, East 
and West Hanney and Marcham. 

• Apart from membership subscriptions and private 
donations, we are supported by CPRE. 

• GARD led the successful fight against the reservoir at 
the 2010 Public Inquiry. 

• GARD has many  technically-qualified members, and 
is supported by eminent water-industry consultants. 

 



 
What is in Thames Water’s revised  

draft plan (I). 
 

Details are not yet available. But TW have so far admitted: 
- their population predictions for 2100 were overestimated by 
about 1.5 million; 
- their Leakage  Targets were neither in line with Ofwat’s new 
‘rules’, nor ambitious enough for new aims from DEFRA/NIC. 
- so TW have committed to reduce leakage by 50% by 2045 
(Admittedly to avoid a fine from Ofwat) – this saves 300 
Million litres per day. 
 

So, on the face of it,  a large reduction in the requirements for 
new water sources – taken together they would remove the 
need for a Reservoir.  



 
What is  in Thames Water’s revised  

draft plan (II). 
 

HOWEVER TW’s new line is that: 
- their first preferred program (more Abstraction from the 
Thames at Teddington) is “ identified as problematic”  by the 
Environment Agency; and 
- a neighbouring  Water Company (Affinity Water) needs a 
large supply from TW by 2039.  

SO their new plan is to: 
- deal with the Leakage (50% reduction by 2045); and 
- advance the Reservoir to be operational by 2037 (start 
construction in around 2025). 

 

  



What is wrong  
with Thames Water’s plan (I) 

First of all - what is right with the revised plan? 

GARD unreservedly welcomes the new aim to cut 
leakage by 50% by 2045. This is a belated but very 
necessary decision to stop wasting precious water 
resources in the South-East. 
Secondly, GARD recognise that the needs of Affinity 
Water are driven by the praiseworthy need to reduce 
abstractions of water they take from vulnerable Chalk-
streams. GARD supports this aim, but points out that 
it can be done in other (much quicker) ways from 
sources other than a reservoir. 



What is wrong  
with Thames Water’s plan (II) 

• TW have been too quick to abandon the promising scheme to 
take more water from the Thames at Teddington,  by supplying 
treated effluent to the Thames above Teddington Weir. The EA 
only raised concerns and asked for further work on this – they 
did not say it should be abandoned. 

• TW have not properly examined the schemes to bring  ‘new’ 
water into the South-east by transfer from the River Severn. 
Despite the 2010 Public Inquiry recommendations, TW still aim 
to ‘kick this down the road’ to be properly evaluated only in the 
next draft plan - 2024 (why not this plan!) and to be 
implemented only AFTER the reservoir. 

• Their costings  for comparing  programs  are opaque and 
shrouded in secrecy; their environmental assessments are 
biassed; and their drought simulations are flawed. 

 



Teddington DRA –  
abstraction of water above Teddington Weir 

Divert  and purify some of the Mogden 
effluent – send upstream by pipe-line 

Extract more water from Thames for 
the London reservoirs 

A scheme first suggested by GARD in 2008! (and opposed by Thames Water at the time) 



Teddington DRA –  
environmental concerns 

Divert  and purify some of the Mogden 
effluent – send upstream by pipe-line 

Extract more water from Thames for 
the London reservoirs 

Temperature of treated 
discharge higher than 
river – effect on fish 

GARD does not see insuperable problems here – we will be looking carefully at  this decision 



Revised population forecast 
as of  17th August – still problems? 

• Thames now use Office of National Statistics forecasts post-2045  1.5 M 
pop. reduction in 2100  170 Million litres per day less water 

• Still problems with pre-2040 statistics – over-optimistic prediction ? 

Old 
population 
prediction 
was 15.5M Local Plans 

used to 2031 
ONS2016  used 

post-2045 

Mismatch? Could overestimate 
by 0.5M + in 2100 



Thames Water have still not evaluated  
Severn-Thames water transfers properly 

Ideas of water transfer are not new – have been around since the 1970s. 
Advantages are that they bring  NEW WATER into a region like the South-East from wet 
regions like Central and North Wales. 
An attractive idea is a supported transfer where the support is by United Utilities North 
Wales reservoir and Severn-Trent Water’s West Midlands treatment works. 



GARD’s consultants analyse the TW programme  
- output from STT water transfer  is under-estimated. 

• TW’s ‘studies’ of a supported transfer limit the water transfer 
possibilities from River Severn to 180 Million litres per day – 
GARD’s analysis shows that TW’s consultants have simulated 
flows in the Severn which are too low during droughts – GARD 
believes that over 300 Million litres per day is possible. 

• TW’s excuse for lack of action on evaluating this source is 
difficulty in  commercial negotiations between water 
companies to cost this option – but other companies involved 
(Severn-Trent and United Utilities) do not recognise TW’s huge 
estimated costs for this scheme.  

• A  simple ‘unsupported’ transfer option  exists – TW just apply 
for a licence to take water from the Severn -  this cheaper 
option,  could yield 140 Million litres per day and be available 
in less than 5 years (compared to 12-15 years for a reservoir) 



TW make biased and non-transparent  
analyses in selecting their program. 

• Environmental Assessments  give dubious ‘negative and 
positive numerical values’ to factors which cause harm, and to 
supposed benefits. Harmful consequences which will happen 
are balanced by benefits which might occur. Thus the 10 year 
disruption and nuisance in reservoir construction is ‘balanced’ 
against having a new boating lake,  equestrian school or a 
visitors’ centre..  

• Costs are hidden in the plan .Thames hide behind ‘commercial 
confidentiality’.  Stakeholders were allowed to view ‘further 
information’ – but only at Thames Water’s HQ, and only if we 
agree not to copy. This was not practical in the consultation. 

• Information which was not considered secret in the 2014 plan 
is now covered by secrecy clauses. 

 



The case against a reservoir 
Current  proposal:150 Million Cubic metre size 

Steventon 
East Hanney 

New Housing  

Redirected  
Hanney Road 

Drayton 

New Housing 



The case against the Reservoir: 
(I) Local disruption during  construction 

• There will be massive disruption to local environment/ 
traffic/ amenity during construction. 

• 10 year construction period – noise, dust, pollution, night 
working on a 4+ square mile area excavation, laying the 
reservoir- lining, building the banking 

• A construction project way outside Thames Water’s 
experience – risks of delays along the way. 

• Movement of many millions  tons of material on/off site (eg. 
Over 4 million tons of rip-rap alone).  

• tunnel required under N Drayton – traffic dislocation  
- A34 closure for tunnel  

• Redirection of Hanney Road – long closure, large local traffic 
disruption. 

 



The case against the reservoir: 
(II) Permanent local impacts in operation 

• Permanent massive visual impact on the Vale 
landscape of an ‘industrial’ structure (30 metre high 
walled banks, extraction towers).  
The banks themselves will be the tallest structure in 
the vale. 

• Permanent loss of floodplain (30% of the reservoir 
footprint covers Flood Zone 2/3 area) – this would be 
sealed by reservoir – increased flooding risk. TW’s 
own assessments state that flood compensation 
cannot be achieved ‘within the boundary of the site’ 
for any reservoir size above 75 Million cu metres. 



Reservoir walls (and water level!) 
tower above the surrounding houses. 

This reservoir will be the largest  ‘bunded’ (embanked) reservoir in Europe! 
Reservoir walls are only about 200 metres from new housing in Steventon and East Hanney 



The case against the reservoir: 
(IIA) Permanent local impacts in operation  

• Permanent loss of high quality farmland and large 
tracts of historically significant area 

• Disruption to wildlife in the area, only restricted 
possibilities for restoring habitats (little land left 
between reservoir walls and housing or A338/A34) 

• Water treatment plant operating constantly opposite 
N Drayton. 

• Local climate change effects and insect nuisance in 
downwind areas. 



The case against the reservoir: 
(III) Drawbacks as a water resource  

• Thames basin water resources are over-developed – the plight of 

many Thames valley chalkstreams is desperate (hence Affinity 

Water’s need for a new source as they are forced to cease stream 

abstraction). 

• Even now there is insufficient water in the Thames to reliably refill the 

London reservoirs over-winter in two-year droughts like 1933/34, 

1943/44, 1975/76 (and only just saved by late spring downpours in 

2011/12) – this   winter refill problem will get worse as demands rise. 

• Abingdon reservoir would DOUBLE the amount of storage needing to 

be filled over-winter from the River Thames – but Abingdon would 

need to use the same water as used for filling the London reservoirs 

 there would be no “new” water for filling the reservoirs. 

•  Abingdon reservoir could not be resilient to longer duration droughts 



In long droughts with dry winters  
there is no water to refill Abingdon 

‘Hands off’ 
flow – no 
abstraction 
below this 
level 

Hands-off 
flow is there 
to protect the 
rights of 
downstream 
abstractors 
and ensure 
sufficient 
London flow. 



A long drought  would nearly empty Abingdon: 
GARD simulation of 1933-34 drought and use of Abingdon 

Data 

Data 

Simulation 

Over-winter 
decision to reduce 
Hands-off flow at 
Teddington allows 
London reservoir 
partial refill 

Abingdon would 
be less than 20% 
full at the end of 
the second winter 
– only allowed 
because TW want 
unusually low 
Emergency Storage 
level for Abingdon 



The case against the reservoir: 
(IIIA) Drawbacks as a water resource (II)  

• Thames Water  have only planned to have 6% of emergency 
storage in Abingdon reservoir, whereas the industry norm 
(including their London reservoirs) is about 20% or more.  

• Dropping to such low levels of Emergency Storage risks 
problems of water quality and ‘algal blooms’ which would be 
expensive and time-consuming to rectify. 

•  In long duration droughts, once the reservoirs are empty, 
there’s no resilience to the drought lasting longer. All the 
other option types (Re-use, desalination) would be able to 
keep supplying,  even the Severn-Thames transfer would be 
bringing water from a less drought-affected area. 

• TW agree that long duration droughts could occur, but say 
they would be so rare that they can be ignored. We have yet 
to see convincing evidence of this.  



GARD (and CPRE) oppose   
further housing development –  

how does housing compare to a reservoir? 

• It is worth noting how much worse a reservoir is 
compared to housing, when considering  
construction, flooding and water table effects 

• A reservoir is equivalent to a 9-10 year construction 
period for a 4 square mile town. 

• A reservoir completely seals the subsoil, and over 1 
square mile of flood-plain – housing development cannot 
do that. 

• The weight of water in a reservoir is 150 Million tonnes – 
this is the same as about 500,000 four bedroom detached 
houses, Building the reservoir will have a similar effect on 
the subsoil/water table as a city the size of Leeds. 



Next Steps 
 We have now won the second consultation (entirely due to 

Oxfordshire pressure)  
   we must make this one count.    

We expect Thames Water to submit their revised draft  plan 
for security clearance today (3rd September). 

It is expected that the plan will be released for Public 
consultation in the last week of September. 

Consultation is expected to take 8 weeks.  
GARD will seek to co-ordinate with other local bodies to 

establish what common objections there are. 
However, we must all submit separate responses.  

 



 

 

GARD’s view of what  
the final plan should show  

• The plan should be more open : 

•  about costs, and explain the mysterious changes in costs 
which have made alternatives to the reservoir more 
costly; 

• and show costs for collaborative projects that are 
consistent with other water companies plans (eg. Severn-
Trent/ United Utilities for the transfer); 

• and clearly put all  the costs for the reservoir in one plan 
(at the moment they are split between TW and Affinity in 
a vague manner); 

• about the Environmental Assessments; 

• about the flood risks from the reservoir.  



GARD’s view of what  
the final plan should show (II). 

 

 

  

• The plan must contain a detailed assessment of why 
the Teddington scheme has been discounted. 

• The plan must give a proper consideration to the 
Severn-Trent water transfer, and especially to the 
unsupported transfer, which could be brought in at 
an early date to satisfy Affinity Water’s needs and 
save the chalkstreams. 

• The plan should not be allowed to give precedence 
to the reservoir, where to quote TW’s local agents 
“no design work has been done since 2007” whilst 
deferring the Water Transfer on the basis that the 
details have not been worked out!.  



Other issues on which 
 Stakeholders should be pressing 

 

 

 
 
 
 
  

• On many technical issues there is disagreement 
between TW and organisations like GARD - eg: 

• drought resilience of the reservoir; 

• the  dangerously low Emergency Storage level  planned for 
the reservoir; 

• Reservoir and Water-transfer Water quality issues; 

• Yield of the water-transfer schemes; 

• Assumed losses in water-transfer schemes; 

• Flooding risks. 

• GARD believe the Environment Agency should be 
conducting its own technical assessments. This will 
probably not happen unless they are pressed to do so. 



Like the National Infrastructure Commission,  
we should be pressing for Water Transfers 

NIC Report – April 2018 



Thank you for listening. 

Any questions? 

12th June  2017 GARD presentation – Hanney 



It’s all about corporate ambition: 
TW slide showing them supplying the  

whole of the South East from Abingdon 

Even companies who have not yet asked for water are shown as potential users 



So what is wrong with GARD’s solutions  
as far as Thames Water are concerned? 

• GARD’s solutions do not: 

• give Thames Water a massive capital asset that they can use 
to increase charges to customers (OFWAT’s formula still 
includes charging extra for extra capital assets – clearly a 
£1.5 Billion reservoir will give more leverage here than a 
£300M desalination plant); 

• give Thames Water a large capital debt that they can offset 
against paying Corporation Tax (Thames Water paid virtually 
no Corporation Tax for the last decade) 

•  give Thames Water a massive storage source from which 
they can sell-on to other South-East water companies later  
– Thames Water’s plan foresees selling  more than 40% of 
the Abingdon water to other companies  post-2060. 



Planning for droughts    

• In addition to coping with ‘normal’ predicted climate 
changes (drier summers, wetter winters, lower annual 
rainfall) the Government is asking Water Companies to  
plan for more severe droughts 

• Future water-supplies  must provide more certainty  
that they  could withstand longer or deeper droughts 
Thames claim that the huge reservoir would be one 
solution -  but GARD’s research shows that a reservoir 
is not proof against long droughts. 

• In particular, the storage in a reservoir relies on top-up 
in winter – a succession of dry winters (as happened in 
2011 and 2012) does not allow this. 



Locally – Swindon and Oxfordshire  
(SWOX) zone 

• The SWOX zone deficit (even on Thames Water’s excessive 
population figures) is only 32 Million litres per day by 2100 
(only 5% of the London problem). 

• This shortage could easily be met by: 
-  Leakage reduction; 
- water efficiency; plus  
- (say) the proposal from RWE (owners of Didcot PS) to purify 
site water and re-supply to the Thames (upstream of 
Farmoor) – the scheme could supply 40 Million litres per day. 

• There are other re-use schemes such as  GARD’s proposal - 
using existing treated water pumped upstream to resupply 
the Thames above Farmoor). 

• Oxfordshire does not need the reservoir. 



Thames Water long-term programmes 
(post-2030) - January ‘18 draft plan. 

All programmes start with the Leakage improvement and the Teddington scheme up to 2030 

Size of bubble indicates amount provided by source 


